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The next time you watch a
professional sports team
in action, check out the
cheerleaders. Most likely,
their uniforms came from The
Line Up, who focus on custom
dance costumes and creative
performance apparel. An
Optitex customer, The Line Up
also custom designs uniforms
and costumes for NFL, NBA,
NHL, MLB, soccer, cricket,
lacrosse, area and semi-pro
sports franchises worldwide.

The Line Up’s owner and CEO, Deb Erickson, started the company in her home
in 1989 after some of the trainers in her health club, who coached local sports
teams, noticed her custom-made itness wear and asked if she would create some
for them. Today, her business employs over 30 people, including customers such
as Houston Texans, Washington Wizards and Minnesota Vikings.
Prior to switching to Optitex, Deb was using another pattern design software.
By moving to Optitex Pattern Design Software (PDS), she had the ability to link
garment patterns to customer accounts, make fewer mistakes in patterns, and
have the option to use the design software from any workstation.
“The biggest beneit since switching to Optitex,” Deb says, “is managing account
information better and faster. It’s the ability to save information in a Windows
platform so that we can merge pattern design data with our existing account
management system without any additional time or effort.”

BETTER ORGANIZATION
The Line Up searched for a software that would improve the pattern making
process, especially organizing designs for customers. Before, inding pattern data
was a timely and manual process, but because Optitex is in a Windows platform,
the way The Line Up organizes their accounts has improved. “All we do is just save
all that customer’s data in that customer’s folder,” says Deb “All that electronic
data is in one location. And we know where to ind it and we know that a particular
pattern was used in fact for a speciic time frame for a speciic account.”

EASIER COLLABORATION
The Line Up often have customers requesting multiple garments,
which can mean making up to ive to ten patterns a day.
When there are multiple pieces shared among the product
development team, collaboration is key.
“Before, what would happen is that we’d have one license per
computer. So, if I wanted to go in and ix a pattern or check
someone else’s work I’d have to get up from my desk and walk
over to a workstation that was speciically licensed to run that
patterning software,” says Deb. “With Optitex, share a license
among numerous computers. So, if I have a pattern maker
say to me, ‘Can you check this pattern?’ I can open it on my
workstation. That makes it easier for us to focused on pattern
making, not running around from workstation to workstation.”
This eficiency allows The Line Up to tailor its classic designs in
four to eight weeks, and deliver custom designs in 12 to 18
weeks. It’s high-performance apparel with a high-performance
pattern design thanks to Optitex PDS.
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